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The Charter Group Presentation Summary
Fall 2017 Economic & Market Update
Sandman Signature Hotel, Langley, BC – October 24 & 25

At four sessions over two days, we welcomed over 170 guests to our 2017 Fall Economic & Market Update. For
those who were not able to make it, and for those attendees who would like an overview of the agenda, we
have produced this summary.

Climbing the Wall of Worry
A phrase to describe a rising stock market despite a multitude of concerning issues

Global Issues
North Korea
• Incendiary rhetoric between NK & the US is concerning
• Weekly threats are mostly rhetoric but demand caution
• Common theme in media is need for diplomatic solution

• Assumes that NK just wants to be left alone
• But that might be risk to the regime
• Glaring differences between life in North & South Koreas
• NK population may not be content with that
• Flow of information into NK exposes these contrasts
• NK population might question Leader Kim's divine status
• NK regime may need a strategy other than diplomacy
• NK's long-term ambition has been to recapture the South
• The US is the impediment because of US military presence
• NK views US as uninvited foreign occupiers
• NK views "peace" as unified Korea under Pyongyang rule
• NK's nuclear chess is to exhaust the Americans
• Maintaining US troop presence is expensive
• Dealing with a nuclear NK makes it even more expensive
• NK would like the US to re-prioritize
• Why risk San Francisco to save Seoul?
• But, NK underestimates US resolve
• And US must demonstrate to other "enterprising" nations
• S Korea's younger demographic isn't keen on unification
• Unification is an economic risk for young South Koreans
• And, young South Koreans are the future
• Bottom line: A perpetual cold war as opposed to diplomacy
• But, cold wars are expensive – very capital intensive
• Increased military costs could increase US debt
• More US debt heightens debt crises & inflation worries

China
• Currently holding once every 5-year Congress in Beijing
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• To select Central Cmmte., Politburo, & Standing Cmmte.
• A narrative of strong economic growth
• But growth is half the rate it was 8 years ago
• And signs of Govt insecurity leading up to Congress
• Tight security, cancelled sporting & cultural events
• Winnie the Pooh resembles Pres Xi, so banned from internet
• These are not signs of confidence from a strong economy
• China is getting older quickly – not good for econ growth
• Interest rates are not going down much anymore
• China was a major benefactor of declining interest rates
• China's accumulated debt could weigh on future growth
• Salary expectations have multiplied over last 2 decades
• Hard to be competitive on costs with higher wages
• Bottom line: China's demand for Cdn resources levelled off
• Canadian resource sector slowing down capital investment

Europe
• Catalonian separation from Spain = anxiety for Euro stocks
• No nice ending as Catalonia has no allies
• EU not likely to abandon its loyal member Spain
• EU unlikely to recognize Catalonia
• Economic & security issues are concerns w independence

Japan
• PM Shinzo Abe won convincing general election last week
• Could signal continued easy monetary policy
• Easy monetary policy has help to Japanese stocks higher
• PM Abe's new mandate also focus on Pacifist Constitution
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• Japan concerned US may not always be there to defend
• Risk of upgrading to full military, adding to regional tension

United States
Navigating Political & Economic Confusion
• Impeachment is very hard, thus unlikely despite media
• President Trump will be around for a while
• Political confusion will likely persist
• Obamacare looks to survive for remainder of Trump's term
• Seems unrealistic to pull coverage from 25m people
• Obamacare a burden for small businesses that continues
• Infrastructure is bi-partisan, but off to slow start
• The Wall is a budget issue – conservatives don't like debt
• Tax plan compromise should increase chance of passage
• Increased spending + tax cuts could accelerate debt growth
• US stocks have been helped by hope of corporate tax cuts
• NAFTA negotiations currently look unhopeful
• Many non-starters being demanded by U.S.
• US, Canada & Mexico will likely be hurt with no agreement
• Stock market may not be happy with no agreement
• President Trump to appoint new U.S. Federal Reserve Chair
• Multiple candidates with different styles
• A "hawkish appointment" could spell higher rates
• Higher rates are historically not great for stock prices
• US stocks up over 20% since election
• Unexpectedly good earnings momentum a big factor
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Canada
A Clash of Policy and Reality
• Politics has gotten more complicated recently
• Used to be simple: beat older leaders with youthful energy
• Now, all the party leaders are youthful and "with it"
• Liberals got votes from NDP voters last election
• New NDP leader Jagmeet Singh will try to stop that
• So appeal to NDP voters w tax for small biz & professionals
• Attempt to stereotype the tax targets as all rich
• Obviously backfired
• Policy not aimed at economic objective, but political goal
• Has caused policy confusion
• Now we don't know what to expect going forward
• Harder for businesses to plan, invest and hire people
• This is a net-negative for the economy
• And, What's the national economy strategy these days?
• Investors & businesses looking for answers

Highlighted Investment Holding
QUALCOMM Inc
• Purchased in June 2016
• San Diego-based semiconductor manufacturer
• The leader for base-band modems in smart phones
• Stock has been hurt from adverse legal judgements
• Apple & Samsung claim monopolistic abuse
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• Apple & Samsung point to royalty agreement as evidence
• Royalty is determined by final retail price of the phone
• Apple's phones are the most expensive
• So, Apple must pay a higher royalty for the same chip
• Xiaomi & Huawei pay less because their phones are cheap
• But the royalty agreement isn't new
• Smartphone market turned out to be really lucrative
• QUALCOMM was kind of lucky in this regard
• Reversing judgements on appeal would be a positive
• But, there is a risk that they won't be reversed
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Mark Jasayko, MBA, CFA | Portfolio Manager & Investment Advisor
Mike Elliott, BA, CIM, FCSI ® | Portfolio Manager & Investment Advisor
Laura O'Connell, CFP ®, FMA | Associate Investment Advisor
TD Wealth Private Investment Advice
604 513 6218
8621 201 Street, Suite 500
Langley, British Columbia V2Y 0G9

The Charter Group at TD Wealth Private Investment Advice is a wealth management team that specializes in
discretionary investment management. For an annual fee, we manage model portfolios for private clients and
institutions. All investment and asset allocation decisions for our model portfolios are made in our Langley,
B.C. office. We do not outsource any of the decision-making for our model portfolios – there are no outside
actively-managed products or funds. We strive to bring the best practices and the calibre of investment
management normally seen in global financial centres directly to the Fraser Valley and are accountable for the
results.
Accountability is further enhanced by the fact that we commit our own investable wealth to the same model
portfolios in which our clients are invested.
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______________________________________________________________________
The information contained herein is current as of October 26, 2017.
The information contained herein has been provided by Mark Jasayko, Portfolio Manager and Investment Advisor and is for
information purposes only. The information has been drawn from sources believed to be reliable. Graphs and charts are used for
illustrative purposes only and do not reflect future values or future performance of any investment. The information does not provide
financial, legal, tax or investment advice. Particular investment, tax, or trading strategies should be evaluated relative to each
individual's objectives and risk tolerance.
Certain statements in this document may contain forward-looking statements (“FLS”) that are predictive in nature and may include
words such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “believes”, “estimates” and similar forward-looking expressions or negative versions
thereof. FLS are based on current expectations and projections about future general economic, political and relevant market factors,
such as interest and foreign exchange rates, equity and capital markets, the general business environment, assuming no changes to
tax or other laws or government regulation or catastrophic events. Expectations and projections about future events are inherently
subject to risks and uncertainties, which may be unforeseeable. Such expectations and projections may be incorrect in the future. FLS
are not guarantees of future performance. Actual events could differ materially from those expressed or implied in any FLS. A number
of important factors including those factors set out above can contribute to these digressions. You should avoid placing any reliance on
FLS.
Index returns are shown for comparative purposes only. Indices are unmanaged and their returns do not include any sales charges or
fees as such costs would lower performance. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.
The Charter Group consists of Mark Jasayko, Portfolio Manager, Investment Advisor, Mike Elliott, Portfolio Manager, Investment
Advisor, and Laura O'Connell, Associate Investment Advisor. The Charter Group is part of TD Wealth Private Investment Advice, a
division of TD Waterhouse Canada Inc. TD Waterhouse Canada Inc. is a subsidiary of The Toronto-Dominion Bank. TD Waterhouse
Canada Inc. – Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund.
Bloomberg and Bloomberg.com are trademarks and service marks of Bloomberg Finance L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, or its
subsidiaries. All rights reserved.
All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
® The TD logo and other trade-marks are the property of The Toronto-Dominion Bank.
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